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Abstract 
A n  operation in object-oriented databases gives rise 
to the processing of a path. Several database operations 
may result into the same path. W e  address the problem 
of optimal index configuration for a single path. As 
it will be shown an optimal index configuration for  a 
path can be achieved b y  splitting the path into subpaths 
and b y  indexing each subpath with the optimal index 
organization. We present an algorithm which is able 
to select an optimal index configuration fo r  a given 
path. FOT the moment we consider a limited number 
of existing indexing techniques (simple index, inherited 
index, nested inherited index, multi-index, and multi- 
inherited index) but the principles of the algorithm will 
remain the same adding more indexing techniques. 
1 Introduction 
Object-oriented data models are based on some fun- 
damental concepts which will be discussed briefly. A 
real world entity is represented by an object. Each ob- 
ject is uniquely identified by an object identifier (oid) 
which is supposed to be generated by the database sys- 
tem. An object has associated a state and a behaviour. 
The state of the object is defined by the value of its 
attributes. The value of an attribute can be either an 
atomic object, such as an integer, a string, etc or a 
non-atomic object; a non-atomic object in turn con- 
sists of a set of attributes. Therefore, objects can be 
built in terms of other objects giving rise to nested 
objects. The behaviour of an object is specified by a 
set of methods which operate on the object state. 
Objects with the same attributes and behaviour are 
grouped in classes. The set of attributes in the class 
define the object structure. Each attribute has a value 
which falls in a predefined domain. The domain can 
be either an atomic class or a non-atomic class. In 
this way a relation between two classes C and C', in 
which C' is the domain of an attribute of class C ,  can 
be established which is called a part-of relationship 
between the two classes. Since the class C' has on 
its turn part-of relationships with the classes of its 
attributes and so on, the definition of a class C results 
in a tree with C as root. This is called an aggregation 
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Figure 1: Example of an object-oriented logical 
schema 
hierarchy. The attributes of class C' in the aggregation 
hierarchy will be called nested attributes of C. An 
example of an aggregation hierarchy is given in Figure 
1. Multi-value attributes are marked by '+'. Table 1 
introduces some abbreviations which will be used in 
the rest of the paper. 
Classes, in an object-oriented database schema, are 
also organized in inheritance hierarchies. The inher- 
itance hierarchy provides the possibility to  define a 
class, called subclass, as a specialization of another 
existing class, called superclass. A subclass inherits 
the attributes and methods of its superclass and may 
have additional attributes and methods. In Figure 1 
the classes Vehicle, Truck and Bus form an inheritance 
hierarchy. 
Much research has been done and is still going on 
to develop well founded data models which incorpo- 
rate the above mentioned concepts. To be viable, not 
only the concepts have to be supported by an architec- 
ture that directly implements them but querying and 
maintaining the database should require an acceptable 
amount of time. This may be established by two tech- 
niques which differ fundamentally. One way is to place 
the objects efficiently on disks such that fetching the 
objects requires a minimal number of page accesses. 
Clustering objects belonging to different classes and 
storing them on the same page is a topic belonging to 
this field. 
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Per = Person Veh = V ehacle 
Diu = Division Comp = Company 
man = manufacturer divs = divisions 
Table 1: Used abbreviations 
Another technique to accelerate database opera- 
tions is by constructing efficient access structures on 
a database given a certain physical implementation of 
the database. The allocation of indices on attributes 
belongs to  this field. In this paper we study how to 
utilize this technique under certain assumptions. We 
assume that a page contains objects of only one class 
and only forward references between objects exists. 
Furthermore, we assume that attributes do not have 
NULL values. Figure 2 contains some instances of 
Figure 1 .  
A database operation in an object-oriented data 
model against a nested predicate leads to the process- 
ing of a path. Consider the following database oper- 
ation against the aggregation hierarchy of Figure 1:  
'Retrieve the persons who own a bus manufactured by 
the company Fiat'. To process this query we have to 
navigate through the classes Per, Bus and Camp, re- 
sulting in the path Per.owns.man.name. Evaluating 
this path in a naive way by taking an object of the 
class Per, checking which vehicle he owns and in the 
c a e  he owns a bus checking if this is manufactured 
by the Fiat company may be ve expensive. There- 
fore, several indexing techniquesT2, 5 ,  6, 10, 111 and 
caching techniques [9] have been proposed to acceler- 
ate the processing of such paths. 
In this paper, we address the following problem: 
'given a number of operations on a database schema 
leading to the same path P and some other database 
characteristics (such as the number of objects in each 
class, page size, etc.), determine the optimal index 
configuration for the path; that is the one with the 
lowest costs in processing the path.' The idea of our 
approach is to split the path P into a proper set of 
subpaths and to allocate the most beneficial index on 
each subpath. The set of indexed subpaths will be 
called an indea: configuration of P.  
We note, however, that the case considered in this 
paper, that is a single path, is quite significant. In- 
deed, a path corresponds to a nested predicate which is 
equivalent in a relational query language to a restric- 
tion on a relation attribute and several joins among 
different relations. 
A comparable research has been reported in [3] 
which differs from this work on the following impor- 
tant point. The indexing techniques chosen in this 
paper deal with inheritance as well as with nested ob- 
jects while the indexing techniques in [3] deal only 
with nested objects. Since, the foundations of opti- 
mization techniques for object-oriented databases is 
still in its infancy there is substantial need for such 
research. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 summarizes the main principles of the in- 
dexing techniques considered in this paper. Section 3 
is devoted to the mathematical models of the index- 
ing techniques and the workload model. Section 4 is 
devoted to  the notion of index configuration and the 
basics to develop an algorithm for the selection of op- 
timal index configurations. In Section 5 the algorithm 
will be presented. Section 6 concludes the paper. 
2 Indexing techniques 
To make the paper self-contained we briefly dis- 
cuss the main principles of the indexing techniques 
which we will consider. These are the simple in- 
dex, multi-index, inherited index, multi-inherited in- 
dex and nested inherited index. Before starting this 
discussion we recall some preliminary definitions in the 
next section which are adopted from [ I ,  101. 
2.1 Preliminary definitions 
As already noticed processing a database opera- 
tion gives rise to the processing of a path of the form 
P = Cl.Al.A2 ..... A,,. The following gives a formal 
definition of a path. 
Definition 2.1 Given an aggregation hierarchy H ,  a 
a class Cl appears a t  most once in the path 
C1 is a class in H 
A1 is an attribute of C1 
AI is an attribute of Cl in H ,  such that Cl is 
the domain of attribute AI-1 of class Cl-1, 
1 < 1 s n .  
Some notions related to definition 2.1 follow. The 
length of a path P will be denoted by len(P) and 
is equal to the number of classes along the path. 
The classes along a path are denoted collectively by 
class(P). The scope of a path P consists of all the 
classes in class(P) and their subclasses and is denoted 
by scope(P). 
A subclass z of a class Cl is denoted as C I , ~ .  Note, 
the second subscript does not imply an order of the 
subclasses. It is only meant to distinguish the classes 
by labeling them. In the case a class does not have an 
inheritance hierarchy or when it is clear that we mean 
the root class at the highest level we omit the second 
subscript. The set of subclasses in an inheritance hier- 
archy rooted at class Cl,x together with the root class 
is denoted as CtX. Furthermore the attribute A, is 
called the ending attribute and the class C1 is called 
the starting class. 
Ex 2.1 Consider Pe = Per.owns.man.name in the 
aggregation hierarchy of Figure 1. The classes in- 
volved with path Pe are Per, Veh and Comp. There 
fore, len(P,) = 3 and class(P,) = (Per, Veh, Camp). 
Since Vehicle has two subclasses Bus and Truck and 
the other classes in class(Pe) do not have subclasses 
scope(P,) = (Per, Veh, Bus, Truck, Comp). 0 
2.2 Index organizations 
We discuss the main principles of the index orga- 
nization which will be considered in the rest of the 
paper. 
Simple index (SIX) A simple index is an index 
on an attribute of a single class. With each value 
path P = C1 .A1.A2 .... .A, in which 
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Figure 2: Some objects belonging to schema 1. 
v of the indexed attribute the oids of the objects 
are associated which have U as value for the in- 
dexed attribute. Considering Figure 2, an index 
on the attribute color of the class Veh results into 
the pairs White, {Vehicle i }) and (Red, Vehiclelj ) 
Vehicle[k] f ). Note, Vehicleid, Vehiclelj] ana Vehiclelk] 
are oids. 
Inherited index (IIX An inherited index is an in- 
dex on an attribute of al 1 classes of a class inheritance- 
hierarchy rooted at a particular class. This organi- 
zation was introduced in [lo] and is also known as 
class hierarchy index. Allocating an inherited index on 
the attribute color of the class Veh considering Fi - 
pairs (White, {Vehicle[!, 
Vehicle [k],  bus^]}) and 
Multi-index (MX) A multi-index allocates an in- 
dex on each class in the scope of a path. The in- 
dexed attributes are the ones specified in the path. 
Suppose we have a path P = Cl.Al.Az ..... A, and 
a class Cl E scope(P) such that A1 is an attribute 
of Cl, then an index on Ai associates with each 
value v of AI the oids of the objects of Cl having 
v as value for attribute Al. Considering the path 
P, = Per.owns.man.name and the figures 1 and 2 
an MX on this path results into an index on name of 
the class Comp, an index on man of the classes Veh, 
Bus and Truck and an index on the attribute owns 
for the index on 
and Truck results into entries into three indexes, 
Vehiclelj]}) and 
Multi-inherited index (MIX) A MIX organization 
may be regarded as a combination of the last two index 
organizations. A multi-inherited index differs from 
a multi-index in the sense that a multi-inherited in- 
dex allocates an index on all classes E class(P) while 
the multi-index allocates an index on all classes E 
scope(P). Furthermore, if a class C1 E class(P) forms 
an inheritance hierarchy then an index on attribute 
A1 associates with each value U of A1 the oids of 
the objects of Cl and of its subclasses which have v 
as value for A1 (implying an inherited index). Con- 
sidering P, = Per.oums.man.name and the figures 
1 and 2 again a multi-inherited index on the path 
results into an index on name of the class Comp, 
Fiat, {Company I}), (Renault, {Company 11)) and 
and its subclasses, Compan [i , {Vehicle[i Vehicle PA}), (Compan lj], {(Vehiclelk!, Lus[i], Tmck[i]}) and 
ompany[k], {Bush]} and an index on the attribute 
owns of the class Per, Vehicle i Person o 
Vehicle 'I, {Person#}), h e h i ~ r l ] :  [Person/ql]]: 
[Truck[ik {Person[r] and Bus[i] Person[p]}). 
Nested inherited-index (NIX) A nested inherited- 
index associates with each value v of the nested at- 
tribute A, of a path P the oids of the objects of 
each class in scope(P) having v as value for the 
nested attribute. An example of a NIX on path 
P, = Per.owns.man.name considering the figures 
1 and 2 looks as follows: Fiat, ({Com anylj]}, 
[Daf, Company[k]), an index on man of the c P ass Veh 
{Truckii }, {Person;], Per- 
(Renau ! t, ({Com any[i]}, 
Person 01, Person[pb)) and 
{Luslj]])\. The relations be- 
kept in an auxiliary index as 
will be discussed in section 3. 
For the state of the art with regard to indexin tech- 
niques in object-oriented databases we refer t.741. It 
should be clear that a SIX and an IIX can be regarded 
as special cases of an MX respectively a MIX. There- 
fore, we will not consider them in further discussions 
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explicitly. 
3 Mathematical models 
To be able to derive the costs in processing an op- 
eration with a certain indexing technique we have to 
know how this index is stored and how the operation 
will be processed using the index. In the following we 
restrict to operations consisting of equality predicates 
which have the form A, =’ U’, meaning that pred- 
icates are related to the ending attribute of a path. 
The extension to range predicates is straightforward. 
The cost models for the different indexing techniques 
will be derived in section 3.1. The model which will 
be used for the workload will be the subject of section 
3.2.  
3.1 Cost models 
We assume that a page contains objects of only 
one class. Only the number of page accesses will be 
taken into account as cost factor. Furthermore, indices 
are supposed to be organized as B+-trees and the leaf 
nodes are chained. The non-leaf node records contain 
pairs (attribute value, pointer). The pointer contains 
the physical address of the next-level index node. The 
leaf nodes contain the index records. The information 
stored in an index record differs per indexing tech- 
nique. We will discuss briefly the index records of the 
several indexing techniques. Before going into details 
we present some frequently used symbols in Table 2 .  
Two pairs of functions will be used frequently. The 
first pair concerns the retrieval and maintenance costs 
of a specified single index record, denoted as CRL 
and CML respectively. In the following we assume 
that attribute A1 of class Cl,, is the indexed attribute. 
The function CRL is defined as: 
lnx IP 
C R L ( h x l p r x )  = { 2 - 1 + prx otherwise 
in which hx is the height of the index with organiza- 
tion X ,  lnx is the average length of an index record 
in an index with organization X and prx is the av- 
erage number of pages involved in the retrieval of an 
index record with regard to index organization X. If 
an index record occupies more than one page, some 
organizations retrieve, depending on the database op- 
eration, only a fraction of the index record. This may 
happen for the NIX if the scope of a path and the car- 
dinality of the classes are large and for IIX and MIX if 
the number of classes involved in the inheritance hier- 
archy and the cardinality of these classes are large. It 
should be clear that if the whole index record has to 
be retrieved prx = [lnx/pl.  A procedure to compute 
the height of an index can be found in 71 
be expressed by: 
The maintenance cost of a single in d ex record can 
in which pmx is the average number of pages involved 
in maintaining an index record with regard to  an index 
organization X. The extra page in the above formula 
in the case Inx 5 p is required to rewrite the page. 
In the case a record occupies more than one page we 
assume that only the pages which should be modified 
are retrieved and updated. 
In the following we consider the values for prx and 
pmx as input parameters. The value pmx may dif- 
fer depending on the fact whether an index should be 
maintained due to a deletion or an insertion. When- 
ever this is the case we use the notation pmdx and 
p i x  respectively to distinguish these situations. For 
more details with regard to these parameters, we refer 
to #e second pair of functions concerns the main- 
tenance and retrieval cost of a set of index records, 
denoted as CRT and CMT respectively. To retrieve 
tk index records at level k of an index from nk records 
stored on p k  pages the number of page accesses (npa) 
can be estimated by the formula of Yao [12] :  
So, in the case tx index records have to be retrieved 
from an index with height h x ,  CRT is 
C W h X  , tx,  prx)  = 
ckz=x, n&tkc,nk,Pk) inx < _ P  
c h x  - 1  { k=l npa(tk, nk, p k )  + tx * prx otherwise 
Note, thx = t x  and t k - 1  = npu(t!, ,nk,p).  The 
costs for maintaining tx index records in an index with 
height hx is 
CMT(hx,  tx ,pmx)  = 
cia1 npa(tk I nk, Pk) + npa(thx I nhx p h x )  InX 5 p 
C h x - 1  k.1 npa(tk, nk,pk) + 2tx * pmx otherwise { 
Note, a page will be rewritten if the maintenance of 
all index records on the page is completed. So, a page 
will be fetched only once. 
MX As it has been shown an MX organization allo- 
cates an index to  the corresponding attributes of each 
class in the scope of a path P = Cl.A1*A2...An. An 
index look up on an attribute A1 of class C1 results 
into a set of oids belonging to the class Cl,z. An index 
look up on an attribute Ai-1 for these oids in turn will 
result for each of them into a set of oids belonging to 
the classes rooted at Cl-11 and so on. So, the number 
of oids obtained by a look up of an indexed attribute 
AI corresponding with the class Cl,,, (noidl,,) for a 
given value v belonging to the ending attribute A, is 
estimated by the formula: 
n nc 
i=l+l j = 1  
in which k;j is the average number of objects in class 
Cij having the same value for attribute Ai,  1 I a I 
n, l I j I n c , .  
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subclass t which has as root the class Ci 
Pmx 
PmdX, p i x  
the height of an index allocated on attribute A1 of C1,. with organization X ,  
# leaf pages to store the index respectively the average length of an index record 
shorter notations for h&, npfzl and Zn& in the case 
attribute AI of CI,. is not relevant or it is clear which attribute is meant 
shorter notations for hf., npf., and lnf. in the case the index organization 
is not relevant or it is clear which organization is meant 
# classes involved in an inheritance hierarchy rooted at class GI 
page size 
# distinct values for attribute Ai of class Ci+ 
# objects in class Cl,. 
average number of values held by a (multi-valued) attribute Ai of an object of class GI,. 
average number of objects in class C I , ~  with the same value for attribute At ( n ' * a ~ ~ ~ l * x )  
average number of values held in the nested attribute A,, of an object of class Cl,. 
average number of pages involved in a retrieval of an index record 
with regard to an index organization X allocated on an attribute Ai 
average number of pages involved in maintaining an index record 
with regard to an index organisation X allocated on an attribute Ai 
average number of pages which should be rewritten to perform a deletion 
respectively an insertion in an index organization X allocated on attribute Ai 
# parents of an object in class Ci,. (cz;' k1-l.i) 
number of auxiliary records involved in the distribution of ninl,. 
values over the class Ci+i and its subclasses in a NIX organization 
number of auxiliary records involved in the distribution of purl.. 
values over the class Ci-1 and its subclasses in a NIX organization 
Table 2: List of used symbols 
To estimate the number of oids obtained by a look 
up of an indexed attribute A1 corresponding with the 
class Cl,+ and all its subclasses, the following 
formula can be used: noidf,, = &..qz mid1,i. 
The retrieval cost of a set of index records (due to 
it query) using a multi-index depends on the position 
of a class with respect to the ending attribute against 
which a predicate has to be evaluated. An evalua- 
tion against the endin $tribute An with respect to a 
class Cl+ requires 1 + gi=l+l nci index looks up while 
an evaluation with respect to the classes Ccz requires 
nc; look ups ( ncc~,~ is the number of sub- 
classes rooted at class Cl,?). The number of records 
which has to be retrieved in the index corresponding 
with a class Cl,= due to a query against the ending at- 
tribute is given by noidf+l,l. Since we restrict our at- 
tention to equality predicates we define no id^+,,, = 1. 
The retrieval cost of a set of index records with regard 
to a class Cl,, using a multi-index, C R M X ( C ~ , , )  can 
be expressed by: 
CRMX(C1,z) = CRT(hf,z, midi+,,, , P T M X )  + 
n-1 n c i  
i d + l  j = 1  
n e. 
j = l  
and the retrieving cost of a set of index records with 
respect to CCz is: 
i=l+l j = 1  
in which hiti is the height of the index on attribute Ai 
corresponding with the class Ci .. 
The maintenance of a speciied index may entail 
the maintenance of many indices. A deletion of an in- 
dex record (caused by an object deletion) correspond- 
ing to class Cl requires an adaptation of the index 
defined on class Ci-1 and all its subclasses. As an 
example we consider the path Per.owns.man.name 
on which a multi-index is allocated and the figures 1 
and 2l. Removing the object with oid Bus I] means 
that the indexed attribute man of the class i; us with 
the value Companyk] (this is determined from the 
object Bus[i]) has to be accessed. Bus[i] has to be 
deleted from the index record. Then the indexed at- 
tribute owns on the class Per has to be accessed 
'Recall the discussion about multi-index from section 2.2. 
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with value Bus[i]. This record has to be discarded 
from the index. So, in this case two index looks 
up are required since Per does not have subclasses. 
The cost involved in maintaining the index records 
due to a deletion of an object of class Cl,, can be 
expressed in general by CMT(hl,, , ninl,,, pmMx) + 
E;:’ CML(hl-l,j ,pmMx), in which ninl,, is the 
average number of values held by the attribute A1 of 
an object of class Cl,,. 
An insertion of an index record (caused by an ob- 
ject insertion) concerns always one class. Suppose 
an object Bus[k] which refers to Companyb] has to 
be added. The consequence for the multi-index is 
that the indexed attribute man on the class Bus with 
value Companylj has to be accessed and Bus[k] has 
in maintaining the index records due to an inser- 
tion of an object to a class Cl,, can be expressed by 
CMT(hi,,, nini,zIpmMx). 
The maintenance cost of a multi-index record with 
regard to  a class Cl,, due to a deletion and insertion, 
CMMx(Cl,,) can be expressed by: 
to be added to t l e index record. The cost involved 
C M M X ( ~ l , Z )  = CMT(hl,z, ninI,z,PmMx) + 
net-1 
flag * CML(h-lJ,PmMX) 
in which flag = 1 if an object is deleted and flag = 0 
otherwise. 
An algorithm for insertion and deletion of indices 
with regard to  a multi-index organization can be found 
in [5]. 
MIX The use and the organization of an multi- 
inherited index does not differ much from the multi- 
index. If a class has an inheritance hierarchy then an 
inherited index is allocated on the class otherwise a 
simple index is allocated. The retrieving cost of a set 
of index records using a multi-inherited index with re- 
spect to a class Cl,, against the ending attribute A, 
can be expressed by: 
j = l  
n-1 
CRMZX (cl,,) = CRT(hi 7 mid;+,, ,I 1 P T M Z X )  
i=l 
+CRL(hn,pMZX) 
The cost involved in maintaining the index records 
due to a deletion of an object of class Cl,, 
can be expressed by CMT(hr, ninl,z ,prM~x) + 
CML(hl-l,prMIx). The maintenance cost due to an 
insertion of an object to class Cl,, can be expressed as 
CMT(h1, ninl,,,pmMIx). So, the maintenance cost 
of an inherited multi-index with regard to a class 
cl,,, CMMZX(c1,z) is 
CMMZX(c1,z) = cMT(h11 nin1,zipmMZX) + 
flag * CML(hi-1 P ~ M I X )  
in which flag is defined as above. 
Figure 3: Format of a non-leaf primary index record 
I pointer anay ; oids of the aggregation 
oid, , toprim. records ; Parents 01 
Figure 4: Format of a 3-tuple in a non-leaf auxiliary 
index record 
NIX In this organization two kinds of indices can be 
distinguished, a primary and an auxiliary index. The 
primary index associates with each value v of the end- 
ing attribute An of a path P all the objects of the 
classes in the scope of P possessing this value. There- 
fore, the primary index is inverted with respect to the 
values of A, and is used for queries. The auxiliary 
index associates with the oid of an object Ol,, the list 
of oids of the (aggregation) parents of Ol,,. An aux- 
iliary index aims to accelerate the maintenance of the 
primary index. Furthermore, it may accelerate the 
processing of some queries as illustrated in [7]. 
The architecture of a primary index record is given 
in Figure 3. The first field contains a value of 
the indexed attribute A, (called key value) of a path 
P = Cl.A1.A2 ...A,. In the second field all the classes 
of the scope of P are listed and the addresses of the 
classes in the primary index record (offset). When an 
index record occupies more than one page this can be 
useful otherwise it is redundant. If an attribute AI is 
multi-valued the objects of the classes rooted at C I , ~  
which hold the key value for A, are stored as pairs 
(oid,  numchild) in which oid identifies the object and 
numchild is the number of children which holds the 
key value for the nested attribute. If AI is a single 
valued attribute it is sufficient to store the oid of the 
object which holds the key value for A, since the value 
of numchild will be one. The value of numchild is used 
to determine whether an object should be deleted from 
the primary index or not. If the value of numchild is 
zero the object should be deleted. 
Each class, except the first class and its subclasses 
(since they do not have parents), is connected with 
an auxiliary index record by the pointer set. An aux- 
iliary index record consists of a sequence of 3-tuples. 
Figure 4 gives the format of a 3-tuple. For an ob- 
ject OI,, the 3-tuple contains the oid of the object in 
the first field. The pointer array connects the aux- 
iliary record with the primary index records. The 
last field is a list of oids of the parents in a aggre- 
gation hierarchy of 01,~. Note, for a class Cl,, there 
are as many 3-tuples as the number of objects in the 
class. An example of a nested inherited index on the 
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Company[i].l) A 
Figure 5: Example of a NIX on path P, 
path P, = Per.owns.man.nnme with regard to the 
key value 'Renault' is given in Figure 5. 
We assume that the average length of a primary 
index record is lnNIx and the height of the index is 
hNIX. Then the r e t r i e d  cost for a specific primary 
index record is expressed by CRL(h,vIx , p r N ~ x ) .  For 
an estimation of the size of lnNIx we refer to [7]. 
An update of an object requires an adaptation of 
the primary index records containing the oid of the ob- 
ject as well as the auxiliary index records in which the 
object is involved. We consider the delete and insert 
operations. The following steps are involved in the 
deletion of an object O1,z according to  an algorithm 
presented in [5]. 
1. The set of values SV of the attribute Al for ob- 
ject .O1,z is determined. If Al is a single-valued 
attnbute S V  consists of a single value otherwise 
SV has ninl,, values2. 
2 .  The auxiliary index is accessed with the values 
of SV and the 3-tuples are modified by removing 
0 1 , ~  from the lists of parents in the 3-tuples. 
Then, the 3-tuple of O1,z is accessed (thus the 
auxiliary index record associated with class Cl,z).  
The parents of OIJz and 01,= it self are stored in a 
list called parentlist. The pointers to the primary 
index records are stored in S. Then the 3-tuple 
is removed. 
3. As long as the parentlist is not empty the follow- 
ing actions are performed: 
(a) For each primary index record R whose ad- 
i. The primary index record R is accessed 
and the offsets of the oida of the par- 
entlist are determined. 
If the oid identifies Ol+ it is removed 
from R. 
If oid identifies a parent without having 
a field numchild then it is removed from 
dress is in S do 
ii. For each oid E parentlist do 
2Note, the mint,, values are oids belonging to the objects in 
the hierarchy rooted at class Ci+l. 
R and inserted in an auxiliary list L to- 
gether with the address of R. 
If an d d  identifies a parent having a field 
numchild then the value of numchild is 
decremented. If numchild has reached 
the value zero, the pair (oid,numchild) 
is removed from R. If the object is not 
a member of the root of the path, it is 
inserted in the auxiliary list L together 
with the address R. 
(b) The auxiliary index is accessed with the oids 
of L as search-keys and the list parentlist is 
emptied. 
(c) The 3-tuples of the oids of L are accessed . ,  
and the-pointers of the primary records 
from which the oids have been removed are 
deleted from the 3-tuples. Then the list of 
parents in the 3-tuples are determined and 
are concatenated in a new list parentlist. 
Then step 3 is executed again. 
Since an object which has to be deleted entails an 
access to the object the cost of the first step can be 
neglected in estimating the cost to update an index 
due to a deletion. 
The total number of 3-tuples that are accessed in 
step 2 is n i q Z  + 1 .  Therefore, the retrieval costs for 
these 3-tuples is CRT(h~x,nin1,,  + l,l), in which 
hAx is the height of the B+-tree associated with the 
auxiliary index. Because a 3-tuple in an auxiliary in- 
dex will be much smaller than a page the third param- 
eter of CRT will take value equal to 1 .  Furthermore, 
the number of 3-tuples at the leaf level of the auxiliary 
index is Cy=2 x,ndl n ; j .  
The number of auxiliary records involved with 
the n i q Z  values, nar1+1 depends on the distribution 
of these values among the class Cl+1 and its sub- 
classes. In the case Cl+, does not have any sub- 
classes it should be clear that nnrl+1 = 1. Let us 
assume that the distribution of the ninl,, values over 
w+l subclasses is (nini+l,l , ninI+l,z, .-, nini+l,ncl+l) 
such that Cy:?' ninl+l,; = n i q Z .  Then, nurl+l = 
C:2;' abs(ninl,;), in which abs(s) = 1 if x > 0 other- 
wise it is 0. These records and the auxiliary record cor- 
responding to  class Cl,z should be written back after 
they are modified. Let lnAx be the average length of 
an auxiliary record, plaz be the number of leaf pages of 
the auxiliary index and pmAx the average number of 
pages involved in rewriting an auxiliary record. Then, 
the cost involved in rewriting the modified auxiliary 
index records is 
CRR(narl+1 + 1) = 
np(narl+l + 1, naz I P l a z )  if InAX 5 p { (narl+l + 1)pmAX otherwise 
in which n,, = Cy=, ne,. 
So, the cost of step 2 can be expressed by CSD2 = 
CRT(hAx, ninl,z + 1 , l )  + CRR(narl+l + 1). 
Let ninl,, denote the average number of values held 
in the nested attribute A,  of an object of the class Cl,+. 
Then the cost involved in fetching the primary records 
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can be expressed by CRT(hNIx, ninl z,prdNIx), in 
which prdMlx is the average number of relevant pages 
which should be retrieved. According action (a)ii 
these pages are modified. So, these pages should 
be rewritten which implies that pmdNIx is equal to 
pTdNrx. Therefore, the cost of action 3(a) is CS3a = 
C M T ( ~ N I X ,  nini , , P & N I X ) .  
The number ofparents oid in list L for object 01+ 
is equal to p a q Z  = C:z - ’  ICl-l,i and the number of 
parents for the pari+ okjects can be expressed by 
parl-l,, =  par^ kl-2,i and so on. Assum- 
ing that the distribution of par+ oids over class Ci-1 
and its subclasses is (paTi-i,i, p a T i - i , ~ . . . p a T i - i , n ~ ~ - ~ ) ,  
the number of auxiliary records involved with pari$ 
is given by narpi-1 = abs(pari-l,j). There- 
fore, the cost involved with maintaining the auxiliary 
records in steps 3b and 3c can be expressed by: 
nci-2 
1-1  
CU3bc = CRR(narp;) 
The cost to  retrieve the q:=,pari, ,  oids can be done 
in two ways. First, the ea nodes of the auxiliary 
index can be scanned for retrieving the values since 
the remaining nodes are in main memory already. The 
cost involved yith this retrieval agion is 
SA1 = npa(C;,z P T i , z r  
A second technique to find the oids is via the pri- 
mary record since the address of the auxiliary record 
of each class is stored in the primary record. Then, the 
oids have to be retrieved from the auxiliary records. 
The cost involved in retrieving the auxiliary records is 
i=2 
Cj=i ni,j,Plaz) 
n p a ( ~ f i 2  ~ T P ; ,  naz ploz)  if lnAx 5 P cfsf narp; otherwise SA2 = 
The total cost of step 3 is CSD3 = CS3a + CU3bc + 
min SA1, SA2). 
T 6 erefore the maintenance cost due to a deletion 
can be expressed as CSD2 + CSD3. 
An insertion of an object Ol,, entails the following 
steps to maintain the index in a NIX organization. 
1. The set of values SV of the attribute A1 for ob- 
ject .Ol,, is determined. If AI is a single-valued 
attribute S V  consists of a single value otherwise 
SV has ninl,, values. 
2. The auxiliary index is accessed with the values 
of SV and the 3-tuples are modified by inserting 
in the lists of parents and the set of pointers 
S to the primary records are determined. 
3. For each primary record R whose address is in S 
do 
(a) The primary record R is accessed, the off- 
sets and the address of the auxiliary record 
corresponding to class Cl,z is determined. 
(b) The oid of 01,~ is inserted in the list of oids; 
if the list consists pairs, the value of the field 
numchild is initialized adequately. 
4. A new 3-tuple with the oid of 01,~ is inserted in 
the auxiliary index record corresponding to  class 
Cl,%. 
The first two steps are quite similar with the cor- 
responding steps in the case of a deletion. The 
only difference is that we do not access the auxiliary 
record corresponding to class C1,z now. Therefore, 
the cost of step 2 is CSI2 = CRT(hAx,ninr,z, 1) + 
CRR(naq+l). The cost of step 3 is C S I 3  = 
CMT(hNIx, ninl,z,.pmiNIx). Note, that the average 
number of pages which should be retrieved and rewrit- 
ten t o  maintain a primary index due to  an insertion 
differs from the number of pages due to a deletion [7]. 
The last step entails the modification of the auxil- 
iary record associated with C I , ~ .  So, the number of 
auxiliary record which should be modified becomes 
nar1+1 + 1. Taking this step together with ste 2 
results into a cost C S I ~ ~  = C m ( h A x ,  nint,,, 1y + 
CRR(narl+l + 1). Therefore, the maintenance cost 
due to an insertion can be given by CSI24 + CSI3. 
So, C M N I X ( C ~ , , )  may be expressed by 
CMNIX (G+) = 
CSD2 + CSD3 in the case of a deletion 
CSI24 + CSI3 in the case of an insertion 
3.2 Workload model 
Each operation implies the processing of a path and 
several operations may result in the same path. The 
load on a path is distributed over the involved classes; 
that is the frequency of queries against the ending at- 
tribute with respect to  a class, the frequencies of inser- 
tions and deletions on each class. In practice database 
administrators may predict the distribution very well. 
In the following, the load distribution on a 
P = Cl.Al.A2 ... An is denoted by tDA,(scope(PPr: 
{ ( a 1 , 1 ,  PIJ 71,1), ” ’ > ( a i , n c l ,  P1,ncI , r l , n c l ) ,  .-*I 
(%,I, Pn,ii T n , l ) , ’ . - >  (Qn,ncr ,  Pn,nc,,, ~ n , n c . ) } .  Each 
triplet (ai .,Pi+, r ~ , ~ ) ,  1 5 1 5 n, 1 5 z 5 w repre- 
sents the krequency of queries against the ending at- 
tribute A,, with respect to Cl,,, the frequency of in- 
sertions and deletions on respectively. 
The workload on a subpath s k  = Ck.Ak:Ak+l ... Am 
of a path P depends on whether the starting class of 
the subpath is equal to the starting class of P or not. 
In the case that the starting class of sk is equal to the 
starting class of its superpath P the load distribution 
against A,  will remain the same as against A,, for the 
classes involved in scope(Sk). 
If the starting class of Sk is not equal to the 
starting class of its superpath the load on the 
subpath becomes LD~,(scope(Sk)) = { ( a k , l  + 
(am,nc,,, , Pm,nc,, rm,nc, )} since the processing of 
queries with regard to a class E scope(C1.Al...Ak-I) 
against A,, entails a processing of Sk as well. 
It should be noticed that we consider only queries 
against the ending attribute An in this workload 
model. 
cTz1 a i , j , P k , l , ? ’ k , l ) ,  ( a k : , 2 1 @ k , Z r r k , Z ) r  
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4 Index configurations 
Since each indexing technique has its own advan- 
tages and disadvantages it may be sensible to split a 
path into subpaths and to make a trade-off between 
the available indexing techniques, on basis of the oper- 
ations defined on each subpath, in indexing each sub- 
path. This brings us to  the subject of index config- 
uration. Some examples of index configurations are 
followed by the formal definition of index configura- 
tion. 
Definition 4.1 Given path P = Cl.Al.A2 ... A, ( n  2 
l), an index configuration for P of degree 
m, IC,(P is defined as a sequence of pairs [~~2j....,~'] m 5 n. A pair T; has the form 
a Si = C,.A. Aj+l ..... Aj+li ( j  2 i ,  fi  1 0) 
is a subpati  with length l;  + 1. The class 
C, E class P is the starting class of the 
ing attribute of the subpath. 
in which 
subpath an A h  t e attribute Aj+li is the end- 
e X; is the index allocated to subpath S;. 0 
Ex 4.1 Consider P, = Per.owns.mn.name. Ex- 
The processing cost of a query using indices is de- 
termined by the retrieval costs of the index records 
required for locating the objects on disk which satisfy 
to  the query and the costs to  retrieve these objects. 
In the following we concentrate on the retrieval cost 
of the indices required for locating the objects on disk. 
We call this the searching cost. 
The following proposition determines the searching 
costs involved in processing queries with regard to the 
starting class of a path P having an index configu- 
ration of degree m > 1. It says that the searching 
cost of a query against the ending attribute with re- 
gard to the starting class of P is equal to  the sum of 
the searching cost on each subpath. The proof of the 
proposition and its corollary can be found in [7]. 
Proposition 4.1 Let P = C1.Al.Az ... A,, ( n  2 
l), be a-%h with configuration IC,(P) = 
n, Xi E { M X , M i $ ,  N I X }  and C(i) is the 
starting class of S;. Then, the processing 
~ ( ~ l 1 ~ l ) , Q S 2 , X 2 ) ,  Sm,Xm)}, 1 < m 5 
cost of a query with respect to class C(1); 
CRIc,(p,(C(l))  = ELl CRx, (C( i ) ) ,  in which 
CRxi C ( i ) )  represents the searching cost on sub- 
path &; of the objects of class C( i )  which satisfy 
to the predicate against the ending attribute A, 
Corollary The processing cost of a query with re- 
spect to a class Cl,+ belonging to a subpath S, 
such that ( S g , X g )  E IC,(P) and m > 1 can 
The maintenance cost of an index record, due to  a 
deletion, allocated on a class depends on the indices 
allocated on the previous classes as has been shown in 
the previous section. We study the consequence of this 
dependency in the context of index configurations. 
Consider 2 subpaths Si and Sj of a path P such that 
on which the indices Xi,  X ,  E { M X ,  M I X ,  N I X }  are 
allocated respectively. 
Then, independently of Xi the attribute At will be 
inverted. Since the domain of At are the oids of the 
objects belonging to class Ct;l,l these oids will be the 
key values in the index record. So, index records will 
have the form {(07;~,+, ...), (o~;~,+, ...), ...}, in which 
o?J1,= and o;:,+ are uids of objects in class Ct+1,+. 
A deletion of an object of class Ct+l,p,  let say or;;,q 
implies that the index on Sj should be updated. Sec- 
tion 3 is devoted how this can be done for the several 
index organizations. Furthermore, the index on S; 
should be updated also. This means that the record 
with the key value o:;:,~ should be deleted. The cost 
of this action depends on X; and may be expressed 
by:3 
Si = Ck .AL. Ak+1 ... At and Sj = Ct+l.At+l.At+2 ... Aw 
CMDxi(At)  = 
if Xi = M X  
CML(h:'X, p$q) if Xi = M I X  
CML(hrIX,  [?I) + delpoint if Xi = NIX 
in which delpoint is defined as delpoint = 
pta is the number of leaf pages of the auxiliary in- 
dex in a NIX organization and ninf,+ is the average 
number of values held in the nested attribute At of an 
object of class Cl,+. 
Note, delpoint express the cost to delete the point- 
ers in the auxiliary index records which point to  the 
primary record with key value o;;:,~ in the case X ;  = 
N I X .  
In definition 4.2 (see below) we assign the cost 
CMDx,(At)  to  the maintenance cost of the index 
on At and not to  the maintenance cost of the index 
on At+l. In this way we can estimate the cost due 
to maintenance on a subpath independently of each 
other. This is justified from the fact that a deletion 
of an object belonging to  the starting class of a s u b  
path Sj. will lead to the deletion of exactly one index 
record in the index in which the ending attribute of 
the subpath which precedes S, is involved. 
As has been shown in the previous section the in- 
sertion of an index record in an index is independent 
of other indices. This is the case for all index types. 
C M L ( h t f X ,  [F]) 
[ 
- 
* nPa(c:=k+l c:z1 nin:,+l c:=k+l E:z1 n l , + > P l a Z ) ,  
-
31n below mentioned formula the second parameter of C M L  
takes as value the number of pages that an index record occupies 
since all these pages should be deleted. 
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The following definition computes the maintenance 
cost of an index in an index configuration with degree 
m > 1.  
C1.A 
Ca.A 
Ca.A3 Definition 4.2 Let P = c 1 . A l . A ~  ...A,, ( n  2 l), 
be a path with a configuration ICm(P)  = 
{ ( S l l x l ) , ( s ~ , x ~ )  , . . . , ( s m l X m ~ i  1 < m 5 
n, Xi E { M X , M I X , N I X } .  he maintenance 
cost, due to  insertions and deletions on a class 
Cl,+, of an index Xi allocated on a subpath Si 
having At as ending attribute is given by: 
- 3 4 6 
- 4 4 4 
2 3 4 
CMx, Cl,% + f Zag * CMDxi ( A , )  if Ai = At # An 
{CMX,lCl,. 1 otherwise 
in which flag = 1 if an object is deleted and 
flag = 0 if an object is inserted. 
The processing cost of a (sub)path is defined as 
the sum of the cost to maintain the indices on the 
(sub)path and the searching costs on the subpath of 
those objects which satisfy to the queries. Proposition 
4.2 determines the processing cost of a path P with 
has an index confi uration of degree m > 1. The proof 
can be found in [j. 
Proposition 4.2 The processing cost of a path P = 
C1.AI.Az ... A,  with a configuration IC,,,(P) = 
n, Xi E { M X , M I X , N I X } ,  is the sum of the 
processing cost of each subpath. 
5 The selection of index configurations 
The algorithm takes as input a path P = 
C1.Al.AZ ... A,  with the load distribution on the 
classes. The body of the algorithm mainly con- 
sists of 3 procedures, Cost-Matrix, Min-Cost, and 
OptJnd-Con. Each of these procedures will be dis- 
cussed in sequence. The output of the algorithm will 
be the optimal index configuration for the path P and 
the cost to process the workload on the path. 
The algorithm starts with CostMatrix which com- 
putes the processing costs for all possible subpaths 
with each index organization and represents it in a 
matrix. The size of the matrix depends on the length 
of the path for which an index configuration should 
be determined. A path with length n can be split into 
in*(n+l)  subpaths. These paths will be numbered as 
S I ,  Sz, ..., S+,c(n+l), which determine the rows in the 
matrix. The factor i n  * (n + 1 )  follows from the fact 
that there are n subpaths of length 1, n - 1 paths of 
length 2, n-  2 paths of length 3 and so on. The num- 
ber of columns is determined by the number of index 
types which will be considered. For the moment we 
consider the three index organizations MX, MIX and 
NIX. So, the size of the matrix will be 3 to $n*(n+l) .  
The value of an element aij  in the matrix represents 
the costs in processing a subpath Si with index X. 
A hypothetical matrix is given in Figure 6 for a path: 
P,, = C ~ . A ~ . A Z . A J . A ~ .  Note, in the case a path has 
length one and it does not have subclasses the organi- 
zations for MX, MIX and NIX are almost equivalent. 
{ ( ~ l , X l ) l  (SZ, XZ), ... I ( sml  Xm)} ,  1 < 5 
I M X  I M I X  I NIX I 
Figure 6: Possible subpaths of path PeZ with their p m  
cessing costs using an index X ;  E { M X ,  M I X ,  N I X } .  
Therefore, the processing costs will be almost same. 
The cost of a MX organization for a path of length n 
is the sum of the cost of a SIX organization for each 
class separately. 
Then, the procedure Min-Cost determines the 
minimal costs in each row which indicates the best 
indexin technique for a subpath. In Figure 6 the 
minim3 costs in each row are underlined. 
Then, the procedure OptJnd-Cm determines the 
optimal index configuration for a path. The idea of 
this procedure is based on the consideration of all pos- 
sible ways to recombine the original path from the 
subpaths; that is to  choose a number of subpaths such 
that the concatenation of the subpaths will result into 
the original path and each class belongs to exactly one 
subpath. The processing cost of the original path will 
be the sum of the underlined costs of each subpath. A 
possible way to recombine P,, is by concatenating sub- 
path Cl.Al.A2 and C3.A3.A4 allocated by an MIX re- 
spectively a NIX. The processing cost of path p,, will 
be 12 with this configuration. It is clear that we may 
compute the processing cost of all possible recombina- 
tions and then choose the recombination which holds 
the minimal costs. However this method will only be 
feasible when the length of a path for which an in- 
dex configuration should be determined will be small, 
since the number of possible recombinations for a path 
with length n is 2"-'. This can be verified easily. 
Starting with the fixed subpath C1.Al ... An-1 there is 
only one way to get the original path with length n 
that is by concatenating it with the subpath C,.An. 
Starting with the subpath C1.Al.Az ... An-z there are 
2 possible ways to obtain the original path, the con- 
catenation with the subpath C,-l .An-l.An and with 
the sequence of subpaths Cn-1.A,-!, Cn.An. The 
number of recombinations starting with a fixed path 
Cl.Al.A2 ... Ak is given by 2"-('+'), since these are the 
number of ways to order the n - k classes. 
Theoretically the complexity involved in determin- 
ing the optimal index configuration in this way will 
be 0(2"-'). Because in practice a path has rarely a 
length greater than 7 the complexity is determined by 
the expression 3 * O( in * (n + 1 ) )  which is the size of 
the matrix. 
Although the complexity of the algorithm seems not 
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to be a problem we still want to implement the algo- 
rithm as efficient as possible. We apply the idea of 
branch and bound in the recombination process. De- 
spite the fact that branch and bound does not guar- 
antee that it will be able to  reduce the complexity in 
all cases it has proved to be useful in practice in many 
fields. 
To explain the procedure OptJnd-Con we will dis- 
tinguish subpaths by two subscripts (until now one 
subscript was sufficient), the first subscript indicates 
the starting class of the subpath the second subscript 
indicates the ending attribute of a subpath. 
The procedure OptJnd-Con starts by considering 
the index configuration ICl(P) .  Note, there is just 
one index configuration with degree 1. We read the 
minimal processing cost PC) from the CostMatriz 
Then, P will be split into two subpaths S1,n-l = 
Cl.A1.Az...A,-l and S,,, = C,.A,. We read the 
minimal processing cost of S1,,-1 (PCs, , , - , )  from 
the CostMatrix.  If P C S , ~ ~ - ~  2 PC,;, then the 
index configuration including &,,-I  will be not con- 
sidered any longer since the processing cost of this 
index configuration will be higher than the pro- 
cessing cost of ICl(P) .  Otherwise, we compute 
the processing cost of the candidate configuration 
best index organization for by adding dCs,,,_, 
then PC,i, will et the value of PC,,, and the be- 
longing index confguration is the best one until now, 
denoted as ICb""'. 
Then, the path will be split into S1,,-2 = 
Cl.A1.A 2...A,-2 and Sn-l,n = Cn-l.A,-l.A,. If 
P C S , ~ ~ - ~  2 PC,i, then the index configurations 
including S1,-2 will be not investigated further. 
Otherwise, the rocessing cost of the configuration 
{(sip-21 X1,n-2 P 7 (Sn-l,n, x n - l , n l }  will be computed 
and in the case this cost is lower t an PCmin, PCmin 
will get this d u e  and this configuration will be the 
best one until now. 
Then subpath Sn-1,, will be investigated in the 
same manner. Subpath Sn-1,, will be split into the 
subpaths Sn-l,,,-l = Cn-l.A,-l and S,,, = C,.A,. 
If PC(S1,,-2) + PC(Sn-1,n-I) 2 PC,;, then in- 
dex configurations containing the subpaths S1,,-2 and 
will not be considered further. Otherwise, the 
processing cost of the configuration consisting of the 
subpaths S1,,-2, Sn-1,,-l and S,,, will be investi- 
gated for becoming the best one. 
This process will be repeated until we are not able 
to split the path P into exactly two subpaths. Note, 
the last two subpaths in which P will be split by the al- 
gorithm are SI ,1 = C1 .A1 and Sz, = C, .Az.A3.. . A,. 
The same process will be applied on each subpath of 
a subpath. 
Applying this procedure on P,, with the 
Cost-Matrix of Figure 6 results in the following steps. 
We start with the index configuration {P ,  N I X }  with 
processing cost 9. Then PC,;, = 9 and ICbe"' = 
for ICl(P) .  This cost wi I 1 be assigned to the variable 
Pcmin * 
{(&,?-I  x1,n-l); (s?,n, Xn,nJ?, in which Xi is the 
and PCs,,, resulting into PCcan. If PCcan < PCmin 
{ P , N I X } .  Then the path will be split into S1,3 = 
C ~ . A ~ . A ~ . A J  and S44 = C4.A4. Since Pc(s1,3) = 
8 < 9 we compute the processin cost of the config- 
uration {(S1,3, M I X ) ,  (S4,4, MXY}. This results into 
8+4=12. Thus the configuration {P ,  N I X )  is still the 
best one. 
Then P is split into 4 , 2  = c 1 . A l . A ~  and S3,4 = 
C3.A3.A4. Since PC(S1,2) = 6 < 9 the sub- 
path s ~ , ~  is eligible for further investigation. First 
we compute the processing cost of the configuration 
  SI,^, M I X ) ,  (S3,4, N I X ) } ,  which results into 6 + 6  = 
12. Since the processing cost of the configuration 
{P ,  N I X )  is smaller this is still the best one. Second, 
subpath S3,4 is split into S3,3 = C3.A3 and S4,4 = 
C4.A4. Since, PC(S1,2) + PC(S3,3) = 6 + 2 = 8 < 9 
we compute the cost of the configuration containing 
S1,2, S3,3 and S4,4 resulting 6 + 2 + 4 = 12. Thus 
configuration { P ,  N I X )  is still the best one. 
Finally P is split into S ~ J  = C1.Al and S2,4 = 
C ~ . A Z . A ~ . A ~ .  Since PC(S1,l = 3 < 9 we consider 
the processing cost of the configuration consisting of 
S1,l and S2,4. Since, the cost of this configuration is 
3 + 5 = 8 this will become the best configuration and 
PC,;, = 8. Then S2,4 is split into S2,3 = Cz.Az.A3 
and S4,4 = C4.A4. Since, PC(&,1) + PC(S2,3) = 
3 + 5 = 8 is equal to  PC,;, the index configurations 
containing S1,1 and S2,3 will not be considered fur- 
ther. Then S2,4 is split into S2,z = c 2 . A ~  and S3,4 = 
C3.As.A4. Since PC(S1,l) + PC(S2,2) = 3 + 4 < 8 we 
compute first the processing cost of the configuration 
consisting of the subpaths S ~ J  S2,2 and S3,4. Since, 
this results into 3 + 4 + 6 = 13, this is worse than 
the best index configuration found until now. Then 
S3,4 is split into S3,3 = C3.A3 and S4,4 = C4.A4 Since 
PC(S1,l) + PC(S2 2 )  + PC(S3 3 )  = 9 > 8 the configu- 
ration containing $1 1 ,  S2,z and S3,3 is not a candidate 
for the optimal con6guration. 
Thus the optimal configuration for P,, results 
{(CI.Al,  M X ) ,  ( C Z . A ~ . A ~ . A ~ ,  N I X ) }with processing 
cost 8. 
The following experiment presented as Example 5.1 
supports the idea of splitting a path into subpaths and 
allocating the best index on each subpath. 
Ex 5.1 Consider PeZa = Per.oums.man.divs.name 
and the database schema of Figure 1. The chosen 
database characteristics with regard to the schema of 
Figure 1 are given by Figure 7. We compute the pro- 
cessing cost of all possible subpaths of p,,, according 
to the formulae presented in section 3 and 4. In the 
case a subpath has length one and the subpath does 
not have subclasses we organize the NIX and the IIX 
on this class such that they are equivalent with the 
SIX organization on the class. In the case a subpath 
with length one has subclasses the NIX is organized 
such that it is equivalent with the IIX on the class. 
The procedure Min-Cost underlines the minimal cost 
in each row. The results are presented in Figure 8. 
Procedure Opt-lnd-Con results into the optimal 
configuration {(Per.owns.man, N I X ) ,  
(Comp.div.name, M X ) }  with a processing cost 16.03. 
the configurations including B 1 ,1 .  First, we compute 
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Class ni,j di,j 
Per 200.000 20.000 
Veh 10.000 5.000 
Bus 5.000 2.500 
Truck 5.000 2.500 
nini,j LDname(Pe=a) 
1 (0.3,0.1,0.1) 
3 (0.3,0.0,0.05) 
2 (0.05,0.05,0.1) 
2 [O.O,O.l,O.O) 
Figure 7: Database and workload characteristics be- 
longing to the logical schema of Figure l 
I M X  I M I X  I N I X  1 
camp 
Diu 
Figure 8: Cost matrix belonging to the workload and 
database characteristics of Figure 7. 
1.000 1.000 4 i io.i;o.i;o.ij 
1.000 1.000 1 I (0.2,0.2,0.1) 
The procedure found the optimal configuration by ex- 
ploring 4 index configurations instead of exploring all 
the 8 index configurations. 0 
Two major conclusions can be drawn from the exper- 
iment described in example 5.1. First, the idea of 
optimal index configuration decreases the processing 
cost of a path by a factor 2.7. Without index con- 
figurations the whole path would be indexed by one 
index type. In this case a NIX would be allocated on 
Pezo requiring a processing cost of 42.84. Second, the 
technique of branch and bound reduced the number of 
evaluations of index configuration considerably in this 
experiment. 
6 Conclusions and further research 
The main concepts of object-oriented data models 
are nested objects and inheritance. To be viable, these 
models should be supported by an architecture that 
directly implements the concepts in an efficient way. 
Several indexing techniques are available for this pur- 
pose. Since a database operation leads to the process- 
ing of a path, such a path is often indexed to accelerate 
the processing. As it has been shown that indexing a 
whole path by a single index may become inefficient. 
Therefore, we propose an algorithm which is able to  
split a path in subpaths and allocating an index on 
each subpath such that the processing of the path can 
be done with minimal cost in terms of page accesses. 
For the moment we consider five indexing techniques. 
As has been shown the five indexing techniques could 
be reduced to  three, multi-index, multi-inherited in- 
dex and nested inherited index. 
The presented algorithm is able to select the optt- 
mal index configuration for a given path with a feasible 
complexity in practice. Since, the foundations of op- 
timization techniques for object-oriented databases is 
still in its infancy there is a substantial need for such 
an algorithm and research activities in this direction. 
Despite the fact that foundations of optimization tech- 
niques are closely related to database languages there 
has been a lot of research devoted to  database lan- 
guages while no comparable amount of research has 
been reported concerning foundations of optimization 
techniques. 
A topic for further research is the extension of the 
algorithm such that it may generate index configura- 
tions for n paths. In this case we have to investigate 
how to deal with related paths. Note a path may be 
a subpath of another path or paths may overlap each 
other. Furthermore, we will incorporate in the algo- 
rithm the possibility that no index will be allocated 
on a subpath. The incorporation of path and nested 
indices [6,2] can be done straightforward since we may 
verify easily that the maintenance and retrieval costs 
on a subpath indexed by these types can be estimated 
independently of other subpaths. 
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